
We present simulation results that start to decouple the
respective emittance contributions from gun or cathode
upgrades from the final emittance out of a 100 MeV, 100 pC
electron injector system. We aimed our simulations at the
LCLS-II HE project and documented the expected emittance
payoffs in pursuing SRF gun technology versus improving the
beam profile off of the cathode. The LCLS-II HE project
benefits from lower emittance injector systems as lower
emittance at the undulator could significantly increase the
deliverable photon range. The expected 95% RMS transverse
emittance out of the current LCLS-II injector is 0.23 mm mrad
The goal for the LCLS-II HE project is 0.1 mm mrad at the
undulators, indicating that injector improvements are required
to hit the goal.
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We used ASTRA driven by the NSGA-II genetic algorithm to
determine a solution set of the tradeoffs between the
competing parameters, 95% RMS transverse emittance versus
longitudinal RMS bunch length. We initially optimized various
injector systems with a ”perfect" cathode where we define
perfection as a cathode that produces an electron beam with
no longitudinal or transverse momentum spread. With the
LCLS-II HE project in mind, we then reoptimized with FEL
specific energy constraints. To do this, we further limit the
allowed overall and higher order (HO) energy spreads at the
end of the injector and pictorially show how the Pareto Front
shifts.
Lastly, we reoptimized at various cathode thermal emittances
(Temit) to map out the dependence of cathode
emittance versus final emittance out of various injector
systems.

For LCLS-II, we are interested in a configuration that produces a beam
close to 1 mm. Therefore, for the analysis plots, we manually selected
configurations close to 1 mm to display. All displayed results are with
10,000 ASTRA particles with 100 pC.
We plot the energy spread, 95% RMS transverse emittance and the
bunch length as a function of the injector position, Z, to try and
pictorially show which variables had to change to accommodate either a
harder constraint value, or more spot size dependent emittance off of the
cathode.
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NCRF Quarter Cell Gun (APEX style)

SRF Quarter Cell Gun (WiFEL style)

SRF 1.5 Cell Gun (KEK style)

KEK Lattice Example

WiFEL Lattice Example

APEX Lattice Example

Table 1: Knobs varied in the NSGA-II
algorithm for the KEK and WiFEL style
guns.

Table 2: Knobs varied in the
NSGA-II algorithm for the APEX
gun. Zero degrees is defined as
on crest for max acceleration and
the field gradients are the value
of the maximum field in the field
file
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